A stochastic version of a concentrator location problem is dealt with in which traffic demand at each terminal location is uncertain. The concentrator location problem is defined as to determine the following: (i) the numbers and locations of concentators that are to be open, and (ii) the allocation of terminals to concentrator sites. The problem is formulated as a stochastic multi-stage integer linear program, with first stage binary variables concerning network design and continuous recourse variables concerning expansion of capacity. Given a first stage decision, the series of realization of traffic demand may possibly imply a violation of the capacity constraint of the concentrator. Therefore from the second stage to the last stage, recourse action is taken to correct the violation. The objective function minimizes the cost of connecting terminals and the cost of opening concentrators and the expected recourse cost of capacity expansion. We propose a new algorithm which combines an L-shaped method and a branch-and-bound method. Under some assumptions it decomposes the problem into a set of problems as many as the number of stages in parallel. Finally we demonstrate the computational efficiency of our algorithm for the multi-stage model.
Introduction
This paper focuses on topological design of centralized computer networks (Ahuja [l] ). The concentrator location problem (Bertsekas and Gallager 141, Ahuja, Magnanti and Orlin [ 2 ] ) is defined as determining the following: (i) the number and locations of concentrators that are to be open, and (ii) the allocation of terminals to concentrator sites without violating the capacities of concentrators. Figure 1 illustrates an example of optimal network with 4 potential locations and 10 terminals. In this example the number of concentrators to be open is 2, and for the other 2 potential sites concentrators are not open.
Since the problem belongs to the class of NP-hard, most prior researches have developed heuristic procedures to seek approximate solutions (Mirzaian [15] , Pirkul [17] , Pirkul et al. [M] ). For this problem a new algorithm (fractional cutting plane algorithm/branch-andbound (Nemhauser and Wolsey [16] )) that yields an exact solution was presented in our previous paper (Shiina [20] ). In this approach strong valid inequalities are used as cutting planes. The computational results show that this algorithm performs reasonably well for relatively large problems involving up to 100 terminals.
However for many actual problems, the assumption that the traffic demands at each terminal are deterministic known data is often unjustified. These data contain uncertainty and are thus represented as random variables since the data represent information about the future. In this paper a stochastic version of a concentrator location problem is dealt with in which traffic demand at each terminal location is uncertain. Locating too few concentrators may result in shortage of capacity for the future demand. On the other h.and excessive investments will cause excess of capacity. Our problem is thus a strategic decision problem Stochastic programming dates back to the pioneering study by Dantzig [7] . Stochastic programming problem with recourse is referred to as two-stage stochastic problem. In the first stage, a decision has to be made without complete information on random factors. After the value of random variables are known, recourse action can be taken in the second stage. For the continuous stochastic programming problem with recourse an L-shaped method (Van Slyke and Wets [21] ) is well-known. That approach is based upon Benders' [3] decomposition. Stochastic integer programs have both features of integer programs and stochastic programs that are comput ationally intract able. Wollmer [23] used a cutting plane algorithm for the case that first stage decision variables are restricted to integer. Louveaux and Peeters [l41 presented a dual-based heuristic procedure for stochastic facility location. Laporte and Louveaux [12] proposed a branch-and-cut procedure for stochastic integer programs with first stage binary variables. Laporte, Louveaux and Hamme [l31 solved a capacitated facility location problem to optimality by means of a branch-and-cut method. In section 2 we define the stochastic programming model with recourse for concentrator location problem.
In section 3 we consider a multi-stage stochastic concentrator location problem with recourse. Many real problems require that decisions are made subsequently over time. Birge [5] extended the L-shaped method to the multi-stage method. Gassmann [g] solved the multi-stage programs by the nested decomposition. The standard formulation for multistage stochastic concentrator location problem contains a lot of constraints because the total number of scenarios is very large. So it is necessary to decompose the problem. Our decomposition differs from the nested decomposition. Under some assumptions it decomposes the problem into a set of problems as many as the number of stages in parallel. We propose a new framework of algorithm which combines an L-shaped method and a branch-and-bound method.
In section 4 we demonstrate the computational efficiency of our algorithm for multi-stage models.
Stochastic Programming Model with Recourse for Concentrator Location
Problem The following describes the symbols and notations used in the paper. We assume the random vector f is defined on a known probability space (a, F, P) and has a discrete distribution. Therefore possible finite scenarios can occur. Let 2 be the support off, i.e. the smallest closed set such that P ( Z ) = 1. Given a decision X , y, the realization of The symbol El represents the mathematical expectation with respect to f, and Q(x, y, f ) , Q(x, y) are called the recourse function in state f and the expected recourse function, respectively. The objective function minimizes the cost of connecting terminals and the cost of opening concentrators and the expected recourse cost of capacity expansion.
Multi-Stage Model 3.1. Decision-observation scheme in multi-stage model
The previous section concerned stochastic programs with two stages. However most practical decision problems involve a sequence of decisions that react to outcomes periodically over time. We define t = 1 , . . . ,T as planning periods and call them stages. Let p,?, . . . ,tT be a sequence of random vectors that are observed as < l 7 f 2 , . . . , eT, where is observed in stage t. We assume the random vector is defined on a known probability space (St, F, P) and has a discrete distribution like the two-stage model. We describe a decision-observation scheme as follows. We have to make a decision over a finite number of periods. Having fixed the initial investment X, y and observed the random vector f l , we have to make the decision on w1 (fl) concerning capacity expansion so that the constraints involving X , y, w1 (<l) are satisfied.
Decision-0 bservat ion Scheme
Similarly, having also fixed wt-l (c7 . . . , Â£'-l and observed f we decide on wt(fl, . . . , f ) so that the constraints involving X , y, wl(fl), . . . , w t ( e , . . . ,c) are satisfied for t = 1,. . . , T.
The recourse variables wt(fl, . . . , p), z 6 I , t = 1 , . . . , T cause penalty of q, per unit. We make the next two assumptions on the traffic demands and the recourse costs.
Assumption 1 W e assume the traffic demands are monotone nondecreasing i n t .
Assumption 2 W e assume the recourse costs are monotone nonincreasing i n t.
Assumption 1 expresses an ideal situation in which the traffic demand grows monotonically and all of the realizations of the traffic demand in some stage are greater than or equal to those in former stages. Taking the present worth factor into account, Assumption 2 is true of the case that the recourse costs are constant. These Assumptions are required to characterize the optimal solution of the recourse problem and to prove that the problem (MS-CLP) are equivalent to the reformulated prolem (RMS-CLP).
And we define Q: , Figure 2 illustrates the event tree with T = 2 and 15') = IE2 1 = 2. This tree represents 4 scenarios, because the tree has IS1 1 X lB2 1 = 4 leaves.
We have a recourse function Qt(x, y, W', . . . , w t l , ,fÂ¥ . . . , tt), t = 1, . . . , T as follows.
W ' ,^, . . . , c t ) 2: 0 , i 6 I wk(t1 . , p ) = argmin Qk(x, y , w l , . . . ,W'-',c1,. . . ,ck),<Â = l , . . . ,-L -l} (3.1)
Formulation of the multi-stage model
The multi-stage concentrator location problem with recourse takes the following form. 
The mathematical programming problem (MS-CLP) is equivalent to the next program.
Because the feasible solution of (MS-CLP) satisfies the constraints of (MS-CLP-MIP) to set ffCl,...,p E Qt(x, 9, wl, --, ~~-~, f ' , .
. . , f t ) and fft = E? ,..., (-,[Qt(x, y, W', . . . , W , p,. . . ,p)], the optimal objective value of (MS-CLP) is greater than or equal to the one of (MS-CLP-MIP). But by the definition of the problem (MS-CLP-MIP) the optimal value of (MS-CLP-MIP) is the upper bound for that of (MS-CLP). Accordingly both of them coincide with each other. Though the problem (MS-CLP-MIP) does not contain optimization over multi-stages, it contains many constraints. Therefore we consider the problem (MS-CLP) .
The recourse function of (MS-CLP) Q' ( 
Therefore by mathematical induction the result follows. From Proposition 1 the recourse function is described as follows.
In a two-stage model with continuous first stage variables the recourse function is a piecewise linear convex function. But in this case it is difficult to derive optimality cuts to the recourse function because the structure of (3.2) is so complex that its analysis is very difficult. , (RMS-CLP)
Here we reformulate (MS-CLP) to obtain (RMS-CLP

Theorem 1 Problem (RMS-CLP) is equivalent to problem (MS-CLP) and the optimal value of (RMS-CLP) equals to that of (MS-CLP).
Proof. Let (2, 6, wl, . . . , w1") be the optimal solution for (MS-CLP). From Proposition 1
we obtain the next relation. As the optimal objective value of (MS-CLP) equals the objective value of the feasible solution of (RMS-CLP), the optimal objective value of (MS-CLP) is greater than or equal to the optimal objective value of (RMS-CLP) . 
Conversely let
, T are feasible solutions t o (MS-CLP) from Assumption 1. The recourse cost of (MS-CLP) is shown as follows.
Taking the expectation of both sides the optimal objective value of (RMS-CLP) is greater than or equal to the optimal objective value of (MS-CLP).
Therefore the optimal objective value of (MS-CLP) equals that of (RMS-CLP) which completes the proof. Proof. Because of Oft > Rt(x, y, p) for any feasible solution (X, y) of (RMS-CLP) we have the next inequality.
The last inequality holds from the fact that TTt is the optimal solution of m a x { x ( x a j ( c t ) x i j -W j?J biyi)7r~10 7ri < -qY1, 2 E I} only when X = A,y = 9.
I
We propose a new framework of algorithm which combines an L-shaped method and a branch-and-bound method. The algorithm repeats the iteration until the difference between the upper bound and the lower bound for the optimal value reaches the tolerance we set beforehand. In
Step 1 we solve a master problem yielding the first stage solution. This first stage solution is feasible because the problem has complete recourse. In Step 4 we add the op$mality cut to approximate the recourse function. Since the framework is simpler than the branch-and-cut method, it is easy to implement the algorithm. 0 Step 0. Initialization Set temporary objective value 2 = +oo and lower bound for optimal objective value = 0. o Step 1. Solve Master Problem for (RMS-CLP) Solve Master Problem for (RMS-CLP) to obtain optimal solution (2, ij, et, (tt E Et, t = l, . . . , T)).
Algorithm of Integer L-Shaped Method for (RMS-CLP)
o Step 2. Refinement of temporary objective value and lower bound for optimal objective value
Step 3. Check of convergence
Step 4. Add optimality cuts
, T, then add the optimality cuts to Master
Problem for (RMS-CLP) and go to Step 1.
The L-shaped method (Van Slyke and Wets [21] ) is a linearlization method using cutting planes (optimality cuts). The optimality cut is derived based upon the Benders' decomposition. Benders' decomposition has been applied to deterministic mixed integer progamming problems or stochastic programming problems with continuous variables. Our algorithm solves the integer master problem using a branch-and-bound method repeatedly. It is not very difficult to implement the algorithm since it does not require the branching operation and complicated fathoming rules.
Numerical Experiments
We utilized the integer L-shaped method to solve the problem. The whole framework of the algorithm was coded in Per1 (Wall and Schwartz (221) and XPRESS-MP [24] was used as a linear programming/branch-and-bound solver. Computational experiments were carried out on a SPARC Station 2.
Coordinates for sites of terminals and concentrator locations were generated from a uniform distribution over a rectangle of In the multi-stage model we assume p , t = 1 , . . . , T has a discrete distribution and set I = 3, where 3? = {l, 2,. . . , ISt)}, t = 1 , . . . , T is a support of the probability measure P.
We define ~( f * = k) as follows.
Traffic data from every terminal were defined as: .
a,(('
where U(150) was a number drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and 150. These data lU(150) + 501, k = 1 , 2 , . . . , 12' 1, t = 1 , . . . , T are sorted so as to satisfy Assumption 1.
Recourse costs are defined as follows, where is a present worth factor. We set a = 0.01.
As we can see recourse costs qj, i E I, t = 1,. . . , (Table 2 ). Table 2 indicates that problems become more difficult when recourse cost q becomes larger. This can be explained as follows. When q is large, the relative importance of recourse function T^ (X, y) increases in the total objective function.
Because the function 72' (X, y) is convex, convexity of the total cost rises. Though we set the tolerance E = l(%) in (I-L-Shaped), it should be noted that our algorithm yields good solutions. From Table 3 the error of integer L-shaped ranges from 0.0 to 0.85.
Let (?,G, 8, 8 ,(^ E S)) be the optimal solution of the master problem for (RMS-CLP), then the upper and lower bound for the optimal objective value of (RMS-CLP) are shown as follows. 5 . Concluding Remarks In this paper a stochastic version of a concentrator location problem is dealt with in which traffic demand at each terminal location is uncertain. The problem is formulated as a stochastic multi-stage integer linear program, with first stage binary variables concerning network design and continuous recourse variables concerning expansion of capacity. Given a first stage decision, the series of realizations of traffic demand may possibly imply a violation of thecapacity constraint of the concentrator. Therefore the recourse action is taken to correct the violation. The objective function minimizes the cost of connecting terminals and the cost of opening concentrators and the expected recourse cost of capacity expansion. We proposed a new algorithm which combines an L-shaped method and a branch-and-bound method. Finally we demonstrated the computational efficiency of our algorithm. Computer codes for the algorithm were applied to a set of problems. The results show that our method solves these problems in less time than a standard mixed integer programming approach.
The following points are left as future problems. In real problems there might be some possibility that Assumption 1 does not hold true. The measures which decompose scenarios without Assumption 1 will have to be taken. It seems to be a wothwhile problem to investigate.
